GOVERNOR SERVICES – LEARNING AND SKILLS TEAM
HODGSON ACADEMY (02502)
Minutes of the governing body meeting held at the school on 3 October 2017 from 4pm.
Present:

Mrs S Molloy (Chair)
Mrs S Benson
Mrs H Benwell
Mrs N Galloway
Mrs J Glynn
Mrs S Khan
Mr C McConnachie
Mr A Nicholson
Mrs A Preston
Mrs J Vila
Mr D Yarwood (Principal)

Also present:

Mrs D Jones (Clerk to governors)
Mr M Pickles (Finance Director)
Mr I Siddall (Deputy Principal)

Apologies:

Apologies for absence were received and ACCEPTED from:
Mr C Jackson and Mr A Walker
ACTION

17.60

Election of chair
Mrs S Molloy was elected as chair until the first meeting of the 2018
academic year.

17.61

Election of vice-chair
Mrs N Galloway was elected as vice-chair until the first meeting of the 2018
academic year.

17.62

Governors declaration of interest
The governing body was reminded that the Articles require that governors
who have a duty or personal/pecuniary interest which may conflict with
their duties as a governor must disclose it to the governing body as soon
as they become aware of it.
Mrs S Molloy, Mrs Benson and Mr A Nicholson declared an interest as
Fylde Coast Academy Trust (FCAT) members.
Mrs S Molloy and Mr A Nicholson declared an interest as directors of the
Fylde Coast Teaching School.

17.63

Governing body membership

Mrs H Benwell had been elected unopposed as parent governor. It was
confirmed that an induction was in place for Mrs Benwell and she had met
with the principal and chair.
The clerk reported on the current levels of governing body membership:
• 4 of 17 trust appointed governors in post;
• Staff member governors were within the maximum limit; the clerk
advised the governing body that in the 2017 academies financial FGB
handbook the DfE strongly advised against staff serving as next
governors. The board would discuss this further at the next meeting
meeting.
• 2 of 3 co-opted governors in post.
17.64

Register of business interests
Governors were requested to update the register of business interests.

17.65

Code of conduct and governor attendance policy 2017/18
Mrs N Galloway joined the meeting.
Governors reviewed and adopted the code of conduct and attendance
policy for 2017/18.

17.66

Minutes of the previous meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting held on 4 July 2017 were signed as a
correct record.

17.67

Matters arising
17.51 Governor training and development
Governors were reminded to complete the on-line safeguarding training if
they had not already done so.
17.52 b) On-line safety checklist
• Governors asked why the e-safety report hadn’t been added to the
agenda as agreed. It was confirmed that this had been added as a
regular item at the safeguarding meetings and the nominated
safeguarding governor would report to the governing board.

CMC
/Clerk
add to
agenda

•

It was confirmed that website filtering was in place utilising black and
white lists. Websites were added when the academy became aware of
them and parents were informed.

•

Mrs Khan was requested to organise the amendment of the governors'
academy e-mail accounts to exclude access to pupils' e-mail SK
addresses.
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17.53 Academy improvement plan 2016/17
The pupil consultation had been completed and favourable responses
regarding the challenge of teaching had been recorded.
It was confirmed that all other actions had been completed.
17.68

Academy improvement plan 2016/17
The 2016/17 plan had been reviewed termly throughout the academic year FGB
and areas to carry forward would be included in the 2017/18 plan in a new next
format, which would be brought to the next meeting.
meeting

17.69

Principal’s report
Governors reviewed the pre-circulated principal's report and the following
supporting documents:
•
•
•

2017 results summary
Target data for the 2017/18 year 11 cohort
Self- evaluation form (SEF)

a) Governors discussed the exam results 2017
The following areas for concern were highlighted:
1. Geography – pupils gaining an A*-C had dropped by 13% compared
to 2016. It was confirmed that this was a local and a national issue.
2. Catering – stronger exam results had been anticipated, as the
theory had been covered in more detail following analysis of
previous assessments. It was confirmed that the coursework was
accurate. This was the last group to be offered this subject. Food
nutrition had been introduced to the curriculum in its place.
3. Graphics - progress had been made on last year's results but not
enough. It was noted there had been 14 student entries for this
subject.
4. Computer science – Although the number of A* passes had
improved, overall the results were lower than last year by 15%. This
result had been anticipated and had been impacted by long term
absences. Re-marks had been submitted, resulting in an increase
in A* grades.

In response to questions from governors the following information
was clarified:
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5. 30 students had been upgraded as a result of re-marks and 1
student had dropped by a grade. This was submitted on the request
of the parent as they were 1 mark off an A* and the re-mark resulted
in the grade being lowered to a B.
6. A and A* grades in French had reduced but had improved following
re-marks. The cohort for French had not been as strong as that for
German. The academy had appealed against the moderation.
7. The overall targets set had not been achieved. It was explained that
the targets were set based on KS2 data and were aspirational
targets, agreed in advance with governors. It was traditional at the
academy to set very challenging targets that had been higher this
year. If they had been realised would have yielded a progress 8
(P8) of +0.25. The targets for 2017/18 would be set utilising the
FCAT system based on KS2 results, rather than Fisher Family Trust
(FFT).
It was confirmed that initial individual targets were set in year 7 and
a final target was set at year 10. Teachers used their professional
judgement and assessment data to assess if students were on track
and would address any weaknesses identified. The academy
continually researched ways to develop and deliver quality teaching
to improve outcomes.
The deputy principal commented that it was right to give challenging
targets for individual pupils. The gap in achievement of the overall
target shown in the headline figures was for all pupils so appeared
larger. As students approached the end of year 10, they were given
the opportunity to identify specific subjects and increase their target
if they were doing well. This gave them ownership of their targets
and outcomes.
8. 20.3% of pupils gained a grade of 7,8 or 9 in English and 28.1% in
maths. This compared favourably against other Lancashire schools
who had submitted data for comparison.
9. The academy had improved history results by 18% this year,
compared to the local and national picture which was lower.
10. The headline figures were very good. The 2017 year 11 cohort had
been strong and this was the same for the next few years, making it
more difficult to achieve a positive P8 with bright cohorts. The
academy would be looking for opportunities to improve students in
individual subjects. The early indication for P8 was between +0.1
and +0.2, so there was room to grow.
11. Consistency of exam marking was a concern and enquiries were
ongoing regarding the quality.
b) Main principal's report
The report contained information regarding:
• Leadership and management
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Staffing and recruitment
Number on roll
Curriculum and subject changes and updates for 2017/18
Pupil premium (PP) 2017 outcomes
PP pastoral, academic and awareness strategies in place for
2017/18
2017 results summary in terms of gender
Attendance: including national comparisons, persistent absence
data, Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND)
attendance and strategies in place to address poor attendance.
Exclusion and inclusions data and strategies to address
Behaviour and rewards data including PP and strategies in place
to address
Vulnerable and children looked after (CLA) report, including a
summary of academic progress for years 7 to 9
SEND register and pupil results for 2017 and progress for years
7 to 9
Quality of teaching, learning and assessment
Reading school
Staff continuous professional development (CPD)
Fylde Coast Teaching School report
Initial teacher training report
New staff and NQT report
Educational visits for 2017/18
Student leadership report

In response to questions from governors the following information
was clarified:
1. The gender gap in achievement was less of a feature at the
academy compare to the national picture. Governors discussed the
concerns regarding the gender gap in further education. Generally
boys in the local area were not achieving as highly and therefore did
not have the opportunity to access the same academic options. For
example the intake at Blackpool Sixth Form College had increased
from 55% girls in 2016 to 63% in 2017. Governors commented that
the academy's careers advice was applicaple to both genders.
2. Analysis of pupil premium students taking on extra responsibilities Clerk
and their attendance at clubs were tracked and data would be agenda
item
provided at the next meeting.

3. Maths staffing was currently good and the new staff were thriving.
However the academy would not be complacent as there was still a
shortage nationally and there was always the risk of ambitious staff
leaving to seek opportunities.
Governors discussed FCAT
employing teachers from other countries. This initiative was not
always successful as there could be a mismatch in terms of fitting
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into the culture of the school. It was noted that FCAT had been
awarded a bid to bring people into teaching maths and to upskill
current maths teachers. Many maths teachers were not maths
graduates. One route would be to source graduates and train them
to be maths teachers. The academy was currently recruiting for
English teachers.
4. Home visits were carried out if there was an issue identified with
attendance. The importance of attendance issues was highlighted
with year 7 pupils prior to starting at Hodgson.
5. Governors highlighted that the PP report stated that approximately
£6,000 of funding had been carried forward from 2016/17 and
emphasised that the funding was for current pupils. The principal
responded that plans were in place to spend the funding, however
the academy needed to be sure that the expenditure was effective.
6. Destination pathways for Hodgson leavers were confirmed by
colleges who sent information and the school knew which pupils had
secured apprenticeships. Last year the school did not have
information on 3 leavers and so checked with the individuals who
confirmed they had places. The academy had no control after this
with regard to numbers of students who dropped out. Also the
young people's service (YPS) conducted an audit and contacted
school if there were destinations that weren’t confirmed. Mrs
Benson offered to provide post-Christmas retention data and post SB
18 destinations.
7. Governors expected that logs of poor behaviour would reduce in
term 3 in light of the introduction of the new consequence system. It
was confirmed that the system should have an impact over time.
Year 7s tend to gain in confidence as the year progressed which
influenced their behaviour but any breaches were addressed,
including smaller infractions that could have a significant impact on
the learning of other students. The academy expected consistency,
discipline and respect from students. It was noted that the standards
of behaviour were extremely good and the volume of challenging
behaviour issues had reduced. This should also have a positive
impact on progress. Praise and rewards were also issued when
appropriate.
8. Governors commented on the amount of acronyms used in the
report and suggested including a glossary. The principal agreed to DY
include this or not use acronyms.
9. Governors commented on the successful staff CPD sessions and
the impact it would have on teaching once embedded.
c) SEF
The principal confirmed a context narrative would be added.
Governors reviewed the SEF and the areas for development were
highlighted.
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1. Governors queried that if 'the data showed that the gap between
boys/girls and disadvantaged/non disadvantaged was closing' and
had not actually closed, was it an embedded strength. It was
confirmed that it was an embedded strength, otherwise Hodgson
would not be an outstanding school.
2. Governors asked if the areas for development – 'reducing
exclusions for PP students', should be for all pupils. It was
confirmed that exclusions had already reduced for non PP students.
3. Governors expressed that the thriving reading school should be an
embedded strength for quality of teaching, learning and
assessment. The principal clarified that the initiative was still
relatively new and although successful, needed more work.
Governors asked what would make this an embedded strength and
it was confirmed that currently the majority of pupils embraced the
reading culture but not all.
4. It was highlighted that level 5 grades would be the benchmark for
Ofsted for future GCSEs. Governors commented on the ongoing
impact of the late introduction of accepting grade 4 as a standard
pass this year may have an impact on future college and university
entries.
5. Governors asked for performing arts to be added to areas for
development.
d) Academy targets 2017/18
In response to questions it was confirmed that:
1. The challenging targets were achievable and had already informed
the staff appraisals and been agreed.
2. The targets would also include gender differentiation.
3. The targets were derived from KS2 combined data, not a raw score.

4. The biggest challenge would be moving students from grade 4 to 5.
This would be achieved by pupils working independently out of
school and the academy making maximise use of curriculum time.
The work required at home was consistently reiterated to parents.
Governors emphasised the importance of ensuring parents
understood the new grading system and the importance that future
pathways would require a grade 5. It was suggested that the
increased challenge required at primary school would also help the
academy achieve improved outcomes.
However it was
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DY

acknowledged that pupils starting high school at a higher level does
impact the P8 score. The current cohort was made up of
approximately two thirds of high achievers. The system was selfimproving and the only way to improve was to improve at a faster
pace.
Governors were asked to keep the targets for reference in future
meetings as they would be referred to when looking at current data.
e) Approval and evaluation of educational visits
Governors were referred to the evaluation of the recent visit to France
in the principal's report.
Governors approved a visit to Florence for year 10 double and triple
science students. This would take place in the half term holiday,
February 2018.
17.70

Sponsorship of Fylde Coast Academy Trust (FCAT) update
Governors reviewed the pre-circulated report and the following points were
highlighted:
a) In response to the suggestion in the report that the academy reconsider
joining FCAT, governors commented that a vote had been taken and
the board had voted unanimously against this. It was explained that the
structure of the multi-academy trust had changed to include hub leads
in separate regions and as such the possibility of joining as a hub lead
should be discussed. It was agreed that the board would need a wider
debate regarding this and a separate meeting would be held to discuss
it further.
b) This item was deemed to be confidential.
c) Ofsted were currently carrying out an inspection at Unity academy.
d) An open day for the new academy would be held on 9 October 2017.

e) Governors asked for clarification on the FCAT GCSE results. It was
confirmed that English results at Montgomery and science results at
Aspire had significantly improved. Maths results at Unity had improved
but English and science had not performed as well. Although the P8
figures wouldn’t be positive it was acknowledged that all schools were
now out of special measures and were improving.
The basics measure 5 A*-C/4 including English and maths for the
schools were:
•

Unity 48%
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•
•
•

Aspire 42%
Montgomery 56%
Garstang 69%

f) The bid for the strategic school improvement fund (SSIF) had been
successful and funding for Mr Nicholson's role on the project for one
day a week would be paid to the academy. Mr Nicholson would now
work 3 days with FCAT, 1 day at Hodgson and 1 day on the 2 year
project.
It was confirmed that Mr Nicholson would maintain daily
contact with Hodgson.
17.71

Finance and budget monitoring report
Governors reviewed the pre-circulated report and the following information
was highlighted:
a) The Academies Financial Handbook (AFH) 2017
The DfE recommend that the trust has 5 members and there were
currently only 4. The majority of members should be independent to
the board of governors.
b) Academies Financial Handbook AFH compliance audit 2017
The clerk confirmed this would be included in the information book at
the next meeting.
c) The national funding formula (NFF) would be subject to a transitional
phase for the next 2 years when Lancashire County Council would be
able to apply local factors to the final distribution of funding to prevent
turbulence across Lancashire schools. A 2% increase on the budget
was anticipated.
d) Financial policies and procedures
Governors confirmed that financial policies would be delegated to the
senior leadership team (SLT) for review.
e) Budget monitoring and annual accounts
f) Pupil premium 2016/17 expenditure and 2017/18 proposals.
g) The school teachers pay and conditions document (STPCD) allowed for
different outcomes: a 1% pay increase for all teachers and a 2% uplift
to the statutory minimum and maximum of the main pay range or a 2%
uplift for all main scale grades. The academy recommended a 2%
increase across all main scale posts and 1% for the upper pay scale
(UPS), teaching and learning responsibilities (TLRs) and for the senior
leadership team (SLT). The cost to the school would be £12,000
compared to £3,000 if the first option in the STPCD was applied.
Governors agreed the recommendation
h) Condition improvement fund (CIF) 2016/17 and 2017/18
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i) Climbing wall
Climbing was a successful part of the GCSE curriculum and the
academy had secured 3 quotes for the installation of a climbing wall.
The middle cost quote had been recommended due to the better
quality, costing £27,700. The PTFA had agreed to fund half the cost
and the facility could be let out.
Governors asked if it would be more cost effective to utilise the facility
at the sports centre or at Blackpool Sixth Form.
It was explained that the cost of transporting pupils there and staff
cover to do so needed to be factored in, as well as the potential income
that an in-school facility could generate.
Governors expressed concern that it could cause an additional strain
on the sports hall timetable. It was clarified that the sports hall was
currently underused and use of a climbing wall would not stop other
activities from taking place.
Governor opinion was divided so a vote was taken and a majority
agreed to go ahead with the recommended quote to install the climbing
wall.
j) Catering services
k) Summer works 2017
The price for the replacement laptops was at the expected level and
would have an approximate lifetime of 4 years. The clerk advised
governors that the DfE had proposed a procurement offer for computer
hardware. The finance director confirmed that the school had
negotiated better prices than the DfE offer.
l) Films for the website cost
m) Prospectus costs
n) Admissions appeals and admissions
Governors confirmed that the policy would not change.
Governors asked if any pupils with staff parents had started at the
academy as a result of adding staff as a selection criteria, it was
confirmed that they had.
o) Complaints policy
p) Risk register
The points raised at the last meeting had been added. A significant
power cut had occurred in the summer holidays but there had been no
loss of data.
17.72

Policies and procedures
Safeguarding policy
Governors noted that the policy based on the Lancashire County Council Clerk model was robust. Governors asked that safeguarding risks be included regular
agenda
as a regular agenda item.
item
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In response to questions it was confirmed that:
a) The governing body had previously debated and agreed that all staff
would checked with the Disclosure and Barring service (DBS) every 5
yearly, despite this not being a requirement.
b) Termly safeguarding reports were included in the principal's report and
by the nominated safeguarding governor.
c) The policy had been reviewed by the FCAT safeguarding board.
d) The dangers of sexting was discussed in personal, social and health
education (PSHE), form time and with individuals.
The principal was requested to amend the nominated safeguarding DY
governor's e-mail address to the school address.
The clerk recommended that page numbers be added to all reports and DY
policies for ease of discussion and reference.
Governors were recommended to attend the LASGB session regarding
safeguarding in schools.
17.73

Governor training and development
The training link governor and chair would be holding a training session at
the close of this meeting.

17.74

Confidentiality
Item 17.70 b) was deemed to be confidential and was minuted as such.

17.75

Date and time of next meeting
The next meeting would be held on Tuesday 28 November 2017 at 4pm.
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